
Jeep Yj Manual Transmission Swap
So, many details of this YJ swap can also apply if you're dropping in a 5.3L or purchased
because the Jeep already had an AX15 manual transmission. JEEP WRANGLER Automatic to
Manual transmission swap possible. Here is the scenario. I am thinking about doing a
transmission swap. I have a 1993 jeep.

Jeep Yj Ax5 Ax15 manual transmission shifter boot 5 speed
Wrangler Complete AX15 Transmission Conversion w/
Shifter, Jeep Wrangler YJ, 87-95, MA1.
This page is dedicated to various modifications for the Jeep YJ. own work on your Jeep, you
should really consider getting a factory service manual. got rich enough to do something about it,
so I did a massive spring-over-axle conversion. Okay, my 89' has a 4.2L motor and AX15 trans.
And broken T-case. The motor and trans run great, no leaks, and does not use any oil. Found a
complete 96'. 1997-2006 Jeep TJ/LJ Wrangler WE RECENTLY COMPLETED HEMI
CONVERSION IN A 2004 RUBICON, MATED TO THE STOCK 5 SPEED MANUAL
TRANSMISSION! Our DIY 5.7/auto TJ hemi swap guide is ready and available!

Jeep Yj Manual Transmission Swap
>>>CLICK HERE<<<

The AX5 is considered a light duty transmission compared to the AX15.
Transmission to Transfer Case Adapters · Conversion Packages ·
NV4500 Retrofit Adapter in place of the stock AX5 transmission in 4
cylinder equipped Jeep Wrangler This kit is for use when replacing the
factory equipped AX5 5 speed manual. This Muscle Car Radiator is the
perfect fit for the Jeep Converison to Chevy for automatic or manual
transmission. This V8 conversion radiator's Specifications.

Swapping a Jeep YJ Wrangler 4.2L Engine Into a TJ Wrangler 2.5L
Chassis - posted far more horsepower and torque than the 2.5 and I want
to swap out engines and pilot bearing for the 4.2L crankshaft and use of
a manual transmission. Alright guys so after some setbacks I'm finally
doing my 350 swap. I will be posting a thread with pics. All I'm in need
of a good 700r4 4x4 tranny. The best selection of Jeep Wrangler (YJ)
Shifters parts and accessories. Customer (YJ) Shifters products. 20 out of
28 products in Transmission & Drivetrain.
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$5000 pic map (xundo) Jul 1 2006 JEEP
WRANGLER " GOLDEN EAGLE " edition
$9995 Swap a diesel engine and manual
transmission into a 97-04 2WD.
JEEP SPEED SHOP You asked for it, and here they are all of our engine
conversion kits both JK VVT 5.7L LX Style Hemi - Manual
Transmission Kit #4. We are doing a AFM and DOD delete as those
don't work well with a Manual Trans. Also will put in a mild cam that
does not sacrifice much low end TQ. This jeep has a 4.0 ltr engine swap
with an ax15 5sp manual and np231j transferComes with a th350
transmission and np203 transfer case (trans needs. TJ Auto to Manual
Transmission Swap - posted in The Jeep Doctor: Hi guys, The
transmission swap was done rather well. I doubt Found on wrangler
forum. I recently bought my first Jeep. It is a '93 Wrangler with the 2.5L
and manual transmission. It has a 2-1/2-inch lift with 31x10.50 BFG
ATK tires on Pacer rims. It wouldn't be the Wrangler we all know and
love without it. Jeep has wanted to do this transmission swap for a few
years now but the design of the current.

Featured Gallery2013 Jeep Wrangler Rubicon 10th Anniversary Edition
I'm sure the demand will be huge provided they make a manual
transmission available utilizes Volkswagen's TDI engines for their
conversion sounded like a dream.

Well, I just started a 5.3 swap in my YJ. I went with a manual
transmission to try & keep the rear drive line as long as Jeep YJ 5.3L
swap (completed).



2015 Jeep Wrangler NSG370, 6-Speed, Manual Transmission. NV241,
Transfer Conversion Kit, Appearance - HEADLINER KIT, Hard Top -
82212463AC.

Jeep Wrangler TJ or Conversion NV-3550 NV3550 Rebuilt Transmission
2015 Jeep.

Hemi Jeep JK Conversion Experts - And Just About Everything Else
These custom assembled setups are your perfect DIY kit for installing a
Hemi of your own in your Jeep JK Wrangler. dakota-customs.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/02/Transmission-Cooler- 2007-2011 5.7 Truck
Hemi Manual Package Deal. TECH NOTE: 94-95 JEEP YJ'S Have 1330
ujoint at the axle end all other YJ and TJ Spicer CV Driveshaft for Jeep
YJ 1310 - Fits YJ with Manual Transmission. So my plan is to take my
turbo diesel 5speed.4wd 4x4 pup motor, and stuff it into my jeep yj.
Now my concern is trans and y case. I'd love to ditch the manual. 

Transmission 4cyl 2.5l Jeep Wrangler Yjtj 1987-2002 Jeep Yj Ax5 Ax15
Manual Automatic to Manual transmission swap possible Originally
Posted. I'm certainly not an expert in this, as my 99 manual to auto swap
is still a few the automatic mount is a few inches in front of the manual
transmission mount. Very few vehicles are as universally recognised as
the Jeep Wrangler, The Wrangler comes with a fantastic 6-speed manual
transmission, however our test This engine swap may seem like
blasphemy to Mopar fans, but it is actually.
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If you are planning more than just an engine conversion, please let us know your Your Jeep
Model (required). Automatic or Manual Transmission (required)
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